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THE "SQUARE-LOOP" FLUX STANDARD: 
A PRECISION PULSE GENERATOR 

. Frederick W. Macondray 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, Ca:lifornia 

June 23, 1967 

ABSTRACT 

A 'square -loop flux standard (called SLUFUS) is a simple and reliable 
device for calibrating a search coil and integrator magnetic -field-measuring 
system. A reproducible!V., dt pulse is generated by reversing the magnetiza
tion of a temperature,-controlled, temperature-compensated, toroidal-core 
.transformer. The core is a Ni-Fe alloy with a s':f6uare hgsteresis loop. Out
put pulses in the range 0.01 to 1.0 volt-second (10 to 10 ma:ll."Well-turns) can 
be selected. Accuracies of 0.03% and better are achieved with relatively 
Simple,' circuits. ' 

The following subjects are discussed: 
Typical Uses 
Operation of the Basic Device 
Temperature Compensation of the Toroid 
Performance History 
Design Example 
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INTRODUCTION 

The integrator and search-coil method of measuring magnetic fields is 
widely used today because of its versatility, accuracy and low cost. Accuracy, 
however, is usually limited by time and temperature effects in the components 
of .the measuring system to several parts in 10 3• Accuracies of one part in 
10 are possible if a constant Jv ·dt calibration pulse is inserted in series with 
the integrator input. Such a pulse calibrates not only the integrator but also 
the entire system, 2 when used .in conjunction with a reference magnetic field 
or a reference search coil. A simple precision Jv.dt pulse generator (flux 
standard) has been developed by the Magnet Testing Group of the Lawrence 
Radiation Laboratory. 

THE BASIC DEVICE 

Our requirements for the calibrating device were that it be portable, 
reliable, stable, and inexpensive, and that it require little or no maintenance. 
In addition, the device should remain in the circuit while measuring the oper
ating and calibrating transfer functions will be identical. (The output resistance 
of the pulse generator affects the transfer function.) 

These requirements were met by generating the calibration pulse with a 
saturating transformer. Reversing the direction of the" saturation" flux in the 
transformer's core induces a pulse in the secondary. The area of this pulse is 
dependent on the change in flux linkage. Therefore the J v' dt of the pulse is 
dependent only on the stability of the saturation induction. Good saturation 
stability is attainable from" square Loop" magnetic material. 

A constant J v·dt pulse generator is also called a flux standard because of 
the equivalence of pulse "area" and flux-linkage change: 

1 volt-second = 1 weber-turn = 10 8 maxwell-turns. (1) 

We have therefore called the device a SLUFUS, meaning a "square-loop" flux 
standard. 

OPERATION 

Consider the circuit in Fig. 2. The transformer core is assumed to have 
the idealized hysteresis loop inFig. 3. The dc supply voltage, E, current 
regulator, and primary turns, N , are chosen so that the core is held in sat
uration at Hop" When the polaritY of E is inverted by the switch, the flux in the 
core changes by. approximately 2<Psat (i. e., from +<Pop to -<Pop), and voltages 
V p_ and V s are induced in the primary and secondary acco rding to Faraday's 
Law, 

V =N ~ 
P P dt ' 

V s N ~ 
s dt ' 

with <P = flux in the core. cl] 

(2) 

Integrating Eq. 2, we get Eqs. 3 and 4, where T = time for the core to switch 
state: 

V T _= JT v dt = 2N <P 
POP P op 

constant, ( 3) 

V T = JT v dt = 2N <P = constant . 
s 0 s s op . 

The JOT v2dt is the desired volt-second product, and its final value is not 
affected by the time required for the core to switch state or by the amplitude 
of the pulse: However, it is affe:tt~d by changes in <Psat d~e to .aging of the. 
core materlal, temperature coefflclent of <P t' and varIatlons In the operatlng 
magnetomotive force, Hop' sa 

A square-loop magnetic material was chos~~ for the transformer core be
cause it (a) saturates at a low magnetomotive force, (b) has a relatively stable 
"saturation" induction, (c) is commercially available as tape-wound toroids. 
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Voltage 
divider 

,------T-l 
I Integrator I I 

~~~--~I~~~~~~Ir. I 
I 

E 

Display 

(Digital voltmeter, 
Osci" oscope, 
XY recorder, etc.) 

XBL 676-3388A· 

Fig. 1. A typical magnet-measuring system based on a 
search coil and integrator and having a flux standard. 

Current 
Reversing 
switch 

regulatorl--~~~~~~~ __ ,~~~~:-~ ____ ~ 

sup ply 1--:--------r-O-<>i-,o---l-_~C:.<:.~_.LL __ LR...:c~...,V2= Eout 

XBL676-3389A 

Fig. 2. Simplified diagram of a square -loop flux standard. 
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Fig. 3. Idealized hysteresis loop of the toroid in Fig. 2. 
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Experience has shown that, .in such materials as Deltamax, <jJ t 
changes value slowly (less than 0.010/0 per year). Thus periodic recafi1:lration 
can assure accuracy. 

Temperature effects on <l> are easily limited to less than 0.01% by 
means of simple passive tempe~~ture-compensating networks. This is dis
cussed in the next section. 

Variation in H is not critical if the core has good" square loop" 
properties. This ca&Pbe expressed as a figure of merit, m: 

_ .6.H/H 
m - .6.<l>!<l> ' 

or 
1 

% .6.,j, = ~ % .6. H. 
't' m. (5) 

In Deltamax the maximum m oCcurs at about 1 oersted, and is between 50 
and 200. Therefore, to obtain 0.01% regulation of <l> with an m of 100 re
quires only 1.0% regulation of the primary. current prmucing Hop. 

In addition to controlling stability, the designer can control the pulse 
size and shape. 

After an initial transient, the output pulse is roughly rectangular because 
the rate of change of flux in the core is limited through transformer action by 
the maximum available current or voltage in the primary circuit. The three 
parameters of pulse height, duration, and area are related by Eq. 2,· and the 
ratio of height to width (for any given area) can be set by controlling the lim
iting conditions. 

If the secondary is unloaded the primary will be voltage -limited, and 
only enough current will flow to supply the coercive force, H , and the limiting 
equations will be Eqs. 2, 3, 4 and 6. c 

If the secondary is loaded the primary current will increase to supply the 
required secondary current. When the loading is heavy enough the primary 
will be current-limited according to Eq. 7. 

Equations 6 and 7 apply only when the core is switching state, 

N 

where 

V = N
P 

V 8' . P s 

I = p 

\-
!.s:; = mean l·ength of the core, in cm, 
Hc = coercive force, in ampere -turns/ cnl , 
RL = total resistance in the secondary circuit 

=Rs + Rc+ Rm' 

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Since this instrument is to be used as a calibrating device, its outDllt 
voltage should be ·stable to within ,. 0.01% over a 10°C ambient temper~ture 
range. 

':'Deltamax is a grain-oriented 50 - 50 nickel iron alloy. It is highly grain
oriented and is, therefore, strain-sensitive. Other square -loop n'laterials 
may be lY,0re suitable but we have not yet evaluated then1.. Nonoriented r:nate
rials should be less strain-sensitive; however, they put much greater require
ments on the primary-current power supply because of much higher saturatlon 
mmf and lower figure of merit. 
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Temperature regulation of the core is probably the most obvious method 
for accomplishing this. However, using Eq. 9, we find that 0.01% regulation 
of rl.. requires control of the core temperature to within 1/70°C: 

'rop 

<I> = <1>0 (1 + f3At), op 
(9) 

when t = ·temperature in °C, to = reference temperature, At = t - to' 

<I> = 'saturation flux density, <1>0 = <I> at to' f3 = temp. coef. of <p t 
sat -4 .. op. sa 

:=:: -7 Xi 0 C for Deltamax. 

An alternative solution is to include a temperature -compensating network in 
the output (secondary) circuit. Two simple compe·nsating circuits are shown 
in Fig. 4, in which 

N = number of primary turns, 
NP = number of secondary turns, 
R s = manganin re sistor, . m 
R = Cu temperature -compen

c 

sating resistor wound on 
the core, 

= eu resistance of secondary 
winding. 

In these circuits the output of the temperature-sensitive voltage dividers 
increases with temperature. The copper temperature -sensing resistor is non
inductively wound.Qll the core for good thermal contact (the manganin resistor 
is insensitive to temperature change). 

The split secondary winding can maintain a given temperature regulation 
over a wider temperature range than the single winding circuit. However, the 
single secondary winding produces a larger output for any given total number 
of secondary turns and, when used with a simple oven, is capable of very good 
performance, and is adequate for most apphcatlOns. The two circuits are 
compared in Ref. 3, where the single winding circuit is shown to be a special 
case of the split winding circuit. We assume that the core, secondary winding, 
and copper compensating winding are all at the same temperature. Also the 
following approximate values are used in the numerical examples: 

a:=:: + 4X 10-
4
3
;oC (where a = temperature coefficient of copper), 

f3:=:: - 7 X 10- joc (Deltamax). 

First we need a general expression for the temperature-compensated response. 

From Fig. 4 we have ( ) 
R (f.1taAt) 

V 2 T= 2cj> N (1tf3At) ___ c _____ _ 
Os. (R tR )(1+aAt)+R 

c s m 

(10) 

k- Rc Let - R t R 
c s 

(11) 

Rm 
b = R t R ('12) 

c s 

F(t) = normalized output signal, (13 ) 

F(t) 
V 2T 

k(1ti3 At )(1+aAt) 
=~ - (HaAt) + b 

= k (1t(a+~)Atta!3At2 ) 
1tb+aAt I for any ct and f3 • (14) 

Next we will determinecthe value of b (Eq. 12) in terms of ct and p needed 
to produce a maximally flat. temperature response in Eq. 14. Since there is 
only one degree qf freedom (the value of b) We are able to set only the fir st de
rivative to zero: 

,. 

(y 
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Rm 

v] V2 
Rc 

Rs 

( a ) 

(b) 

XBL676-3391 

Fig. 4. Two simple temperature -compensating 
circui ts. 

Eout = k(1-,Ba~t) 

,Ba = 2.8 x 10-6 

XBL676-3392 

Fig. 5. Normalized response of the temperature-cornpensa~ed core to 
changes in temperature with respect to the set temperature, to' 
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dF(t) = k [b a +(1+b) ~+ (1+b) 2~~tta2I3At2J, 
CIt \ (1+b+aAt) J 
dF(t) I 
CIt {t=to 

t=O 

'= 0 = k(b a + (1+b)l3) , 
(1+b/ 

R 
therefore 

m 
b = R + R 

c s 
0.21. 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

Equation 17 is the condition for maximally flat response. The set temper
ature is the temperature at which the values of Rm and Rs satisfyEq. 17. 

Substituting Eq.· 17 into Eq. 14, we get the maximally flat response 
equations: 

F(t) I = k 1~b = k (1+ ! )::::: 0.82, 
A~=O 

F(t,) == k (0'+13\ (1-t-(a+~) At + a~A t Z 
) 

, a ) 1+ (a+~) At . 

Therefore the response of the properly compensated circuit is 

.V
2

T::::: k2<pON
s 

a;f3(1+af3 At2 ) 

::::: k(Z<PON
s

) (0.8Z)(1_Z.8(10- 6 )At
Z

). 

This is shown in Fig. 5. 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

It is also useful to know how sensitive ,the set temperature, to' is to 
variations in a and 13. We will determine this sensitivity by examining the 
effect of a change in 13 on the maximally flat condition in Eq. 15: 

,R H 
b = m - -r' I 

Rcopper - a + 13 at t=t
O

' 
(21) 

Let 13 == 13
0 

(1+6); (22) 

let R·. = R (1+a At). 
copper co (23) 

Now we eros s -multiply the terms in Eq. 20 and, substituting Eqs. 22 and 
23 in Eq. 21, we get 

[a + 13 0 (1+6)) R =-13
0 

(1+0) R (1+ aAt). 
m . copper 

I~) • \ 
\ _7 I 

.In order to eliminate Rand R from Eq. 24 We can use 
m copper 

R - -130 R 
m - aO+~O copper (25) 

I Substituting Eq, 25 in Eq. 24, we get 

At = 6 ::::: 6 ::::: 300 O. 
(aO+ (3 0 )(1+8) a

O
+ 13

0 
(26) 

Similarly for variations in a, 

At = 
aO+ 13 0 

S 

, ' 
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Therefore a 10/0 change in either D!O or~O produces a 3°C change in the 
set temperature to' Therefore, in order to do an accurate design for SLUFUS 
it will be necessary to experimentally determine the true value of D! and f3 in 
order to achieve a desired set temperature. 

SLUFUS PERFORMANCE AT LRL 

Work on the flux standards was started in 1959 by Joe Dorst and has been 
carried on intermittently by a number of people, including the author. NUITler
ous models as well as nine operating units have been built. The earllest units 
were double secondary ones at ambient temperature (in a thennally insulated 
enclosure), Primary current was supplied from a voltage source through a 
series -parallel resistor arrangement. The ITlost recent ones, Figs. 6,are-single sec
ondary types in a simple oven. The primary current is derived from a simple 
power supply and- series current regulator. (A very-high-quality isolation 
transformer is required.) Both types have proven very satisfactory and appar
ently perform equally well, however., we have only one year's experience with 
the new ones. Experimental sensitivity of the compensated core to temperature 
is in good agreement with the theoretical response. 

The long terITl stability (several years) has been better than 3 
parts in 104 • Unfortunately our instruITlentation is not yet capable of 
ITleasuring the Iv.dt of a pulse to less than 2 parts in 104 • 

The SLUFUS in an autoITlated ITlagnetic ITleasuring systeITl has, 
apparently, been stable to better than 1 part in 104 in 3 years. The 
SLUFUS calibration was checked with a reference search coil and an NMR
ITleasured ITlagnetic field. (We believe the search coil used in. thesecalibra
tions was stable to better than 1 part in 104 .) 

The question of long-terITl stability is priITlarily one of stability of 
<1>0 in the core, and varies with each batch of cores. Our experience has 
been very good, although one should expect an occasional batch of poor 
cores. 

Appendices A and .B (in Lawrence Radiation Laboratory R.eport UCRL-
17639, July 1967) give further inforrrlation on design of a SLUFUS. 
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Fig. 6. Two views of a SLUFUS. 
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APPENDICES 

A. Basic Design Equation of SLUFUS . 

= 2N..I. s't'op 
N d<j> _ 2Ns Itbp 

sat -~ 

£ = N I P p-max 

During switching 
N 

V = ---...E... V 
P ~ s 

N I pp 

b 

E T 
S 

V 
P 

V s 
E 

P 
E s 
T 

N p 
N s 

Hop 
H c 
R, 

I 
P 

Is 

Rs 

Rc 

Rm 

R + R + R s m c 

L 
a+f3 

= induced voltage across primary, 

= induced voltage across secondary, 

= supply voltage, 

= compensated output voltage, 

Time for core to switch state, 

= Number of primary turns, 

= Number of secondary turns, 

.,;:; ,Opcrating'nimf, 

= minimum romf for switch core, 

= mean length of the core, 

= PriIllary current, 

= Secondary current, 

for Q' > 0 
f3 < 0 

= Resistance of copper secohdary winding, 

= Resistance of copper temperature sensing winding, 

= Resistance of manganin compensating resistor; 
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<Psat = saturation flUX: in core, 

<Pop = operating flux in core, 

t ternperature, 

to = reference ternperature, 

At = t - to 

a ternp. coef. of copper, 

[3 = ternp. coef. of core, 

( )0 = Value of quantity at the reference ternperature. 

B. Design Instructions and Example of a SLUFUS 

The design of a SLUFUS is an iterative process and will require exper
irnentally deterrnining the true values of a, [3, and <P at the set ternperature 
to' Unfortunately, to is an unknown quantity which 8tPpends on the design arn-
1:hent ternperature, t b' the power dissipated in the prirnary winding, and 
the rate of heat loss Worn the wound toroid. Therefore it is easier to exper-
irnentally deterrnine the values of a, B, and <P of a wound toroid with 
reference to the arnbient ternperature (to = ta::l + const.) 

The value of the constant depends on the geornetryof the wound toroid and 
on the environrnent. The toroidis usually wound as shown in Fig. 7, with the 
prirnary on the outside so that the core, the cornpensating winding, and the 
secondary a're all at sorne elevated but constant ternperature. The finished 
toroid is rnounted .in a ternperature-controlled enclosure. 

The first steps in designing a SLUFUS are to devise an approxirnate de
sign and then to willd an experirnental toroid and measure its properties. If 
an exact value of output is not required, then this experirnental toroid can be 
used "as is." If an exact value is required, the toroid can be rewound on the 
basis of the experirnental inforrnation. (Another core will not have exactly 
the sarne properties). The final value can be achieved by winding a few turns, 
of a split secondary, around the outside of the prirnary winding. These few 
turns will have negligible effect on the ternperature compensation. There are 
a great many approaches to the approxirnate design of a SLUFUS. One ap
proach is as follows: 

1. Select a core and determine if it is suitable. 

( Record B 
A sat = T 

saturation flux density, 2 
true C!l"OSS section of core in cm (you must allow 

for insulation between winding layers). 
Calculate <Pop 

::: 

N ::: 
s 

<P sat = B sat AT' 
Desired I V' dt 

K(2q, t)10-
8 

sa 

(with <P in rnaxwells and K::: 0.7), 

where K is the loss factor due to the cornpensating circuit, and 
N should probably be between 1000 and 10000 turns (if the core is 

s too large or too srnall, try again). 

2. Once the core is selected, 

Record p" length of the core, 
<P t' saturation induction, 
ita t ., rninirnurn saturation rnrnf, 
H

Aa -mIn. f 
C' coercIve rnm , 

i. d., o. d., and height of the core. 

!~I 

~, 

/ 
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Fig. 7. Typical temperature -compensated toroid. 
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3. Select an operating m.mf (Hop) such that Hop» H sat• and select an 
operating prim.ary current. Ip. m.ax' Then calculate the num.ber of turns in 
the prim.ary: 

H 'R, 
N = -2E..-

p Ipm.ax 

This num.ber m.ay have to be adjusted later in order to produce a uniform.ly 
wound prim.ary. 

4. The selection of wire size is a com.prom.ise. Large wire perm.its low 
winding resistance and hence low power developed in the prim.ary and greater 
secondary output. Sm.all wire perm.its m.ore turns to be wound with one loading 
of the shuttle (it is desirable to wind the secondary without any internal sol
dered joints). In any case the cross section of the windings will be lim.ited by 
the area of the core's window m.inus the area required by the shuttle: 

_ 1T(i. d. )2 
A 1 area of window - 4 • 

iT(m.ax dim.ension)2 
4 A2 = area of shuttle 

A area of winding 
:m.ax 

A area of primary 
p 

As = area of secondary 

wher. e d p and .d s are diam.eters 
secondary windings, 
= ar~a of winding :::: A + A , A w 
A ~ A • 

m.ax w 

_ P s 

of the wires in prim.ary and 

5. Determ.ine the pulse shape and the approximate values of the secondary 
load resistances. 

If we specify the pulse length, the am.plitude will be determ.ined by Eq. 
21 and the load resistance can be calculated from Eqs. 4 and 7, 

_ Ns(2Ns <l>op) 
RL - T(N I -:e H ) 

P P c 

From. Eqs. 8 and 17 we can calculate the am.ount of the copper resistance, 
Rcu' in the secondary circuit: ' 

RC =R +R . u c s 

If we next approxim.ate the secondary winding resistan<:;e, Rs' we' can then 
calculate the inert resistor, Rzn, and the com.pensation resister, R c ' 

, 
I 
j Rc = Rcu - R s ' 

Rzn= RL - RCu' 

We can now construct a toroid. 

6. After the toroid is built the final value of Rzn can be calculated on the 
basis of experim.ental values of a, (3, <1>0' - Rs. and RC I and the output signal 
at the set tem.perature will be 

( 

E TI 
out t=t 

o 
We can illustrate the pr,?cedure by designing a SLUFUS with~ 1-voH-second 
output pulse. 
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1. As a first try we will use a Deltamax tape-wound toroid (Arnold 
Engineering #T5468), for which we have 

Bsat 

Atotal 
stacking factor 
A true 

<j>s 

N 
s 

~ 14.00 gauss, 
2 

3.23 cm , 

0.90 for
2
0.004-in. tape, 

::: 2.91 ern , 
4 

=: Bs AT =: 4.0 X 10 maxwells, 

1.00 108 _ 
K(2<j> ) - 1800 turns I 

sat k=:0.7 

This is acceptable. 

2. The design parameters are 

Hc 
H . 

sat 

=: 4X 104 maxwells, 
=: 23.9 cm, 
=: 0.1 oersted, 
,:; 0.2 oersted, 

i. d. 
o.d. 
thickness 

6.35 cm, 
8.89 cm, 
2.54 cm. 

3. The optimum figure of merit for Deltamax occurs for H ~1 oersted =: 
0.796 ampere-turns/ cm. We will use 20 rnA for the primary ~J>rrent, since 
this amount is conveniently handled by a transistor current regulator. 

Therefore 
H .£ 

N =: -2E- =: 
p I 

O. 796x 23.9 

20X10- 3 955 turns. 

4. Next we must determine the space available for the windings and 
select a suitable wire size. We have 

Window area uf case 
Area of winding shuttle 
Net window area 

2 =: 28.4 cm , 
=: 2.8 cm2, 
=: 25.6 cm2 . 

Now if both the primary and secondary are wound with heavy formvar
insulated #30 AWd copper wire (diam =: 0.030 cm), we have 

Area of primary 
Area of secondary 
Area of windings 

2 ::: 0.9 crn2, 
=: 1.7 cm2 , 
::: 2.6 ern . 

There is more than enough room for the windings (a larger size of wire 
could be used). 

5. The total secondary load resistance will be 

N 2 (2N <j> t) s sa 
RL =: T(N I -H .:e) 

p p c 

The total copper resistance will then be 

and therefore 

1800 (1.44) =: 300 r.l. 
0.5(19.1-1.9) 

R =: R - RC =: 52r.l . m L . u 
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The winding resistance R is approximately 40n, therefore 
s 

Rc = Rcu - Rs = 248 - 40 = 20Sn. 

6. The output signal will then be 

assumptions 

R 
Eout T = 2N <jl _c_ 

s op RL 
were correct. 

208 
= 1.44(300) =.1.00 volt-second if all our 
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This repor~ was prepared as an account of Government 
sprinsored work. Neither the United States) nor the Com~ 
m1SS10n, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contr~ctor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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